Benchmarks
This issue of Anthropoetics contains articles by three attendees of the joint COV&R-GASC
(and Japan Girard Association) conference last July in Tokyo. Both Peter Goldman‘s and
Ben Barber‘s articles are taken from papers delivered at the conference. Peter, in his
eighth Anthropoetics article, continues his Shakespearean reflections with the valedictory
Tempest, treated as a historical farewell to the possibility of Shakespearean theater. Ben,
after an earlier piece on Hunter Thompson, turns to classical English literature with an
essay on the Shakespeare near-contemporary Heywood as chronicling the breakdown of the
rigid social system of the Middle Ages, exemplified by a hitherto inconceivable rivalry
between a commoner and the king. And Marina Ludwigs, in her sixth contribution, takes
up the interesting phenomenon, largely confined to its own community, of Russian exile
literature in the West, which she shows as creating a unique topography in Western cities
such as New York or London, turning walking into a figure of narrative self-creation and
self-reflection.
Finally, I am happy to present an article on La chanson de Roland, always one of my favorite
works of literature, by Robert Rois, a UCLA PhD whom I have known for many years and
who has recently begun taking an interest in GA. The ostensive/imperative contrast he
describes in Roland’s delayed blowing of his horn, the crux of the epic, shows the
applicability of GA’s linguistic concepts to the analysis of this seminal medieval work.
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